
 CITY OF WINTER PARK 
CITY COMMISSION WORK SESSION MINUTES 

AUGUST 9, 2007 
 
 
The meeting of the Winter Park City Commission was called to order by Mayor David 
Strong at 1:05 p.m. in the Commission Chambers, 401 Park Avenue South, Winter Park, 
Florida. 
 
Members present:  Also present:  
Mayor David Strong  City Manager James Williams 
Commissioner John Eckbert  City Clerk Cynthia Bonham   
Commissioner Douglas Metcalf 
Commissioner Margie Bridges 
Commissioner Karen Diebel  
 
 
1.   Comprehensive Plan discussion
 
Planning Director Briggs opened the meeting by summarizing what they would be 
covering.  Peter Gottfried, Canin Associates, provided a notebook to each Commissioner 
containing many documents and introduced Sheryl Bower of Canin.  Mr. Briggs 
summarized the changes made in the comprehensive plan because of the ORC Report 
from the State.  He stated the document is now in the correct format.   
 
Ms. Bower provided a written list consisting of their suggestions for changes to the 
comprehensive plan Future Land Use Element.  She summarized the policies they 
believed needed to be clarified or changed.  The summary as provided by Canin is 
attached as part of these minutes.  After conclusion, Mr. Briggs stated they will work on 
concerns in time for Monday’s meeting. 
 
Mr. Gottfried, via a power point presentation, displayed several buildings around town 
and their Floor Area Ratio (FAR) with and without garages, land area, the building area 
and the number of stories in each building which showed how the buildings look on the 
property.  He addressed issues he believed the Commission needed to review.  
Discussion ensued on each of the pictures shown.  
 
Mr. Briggs stated they have a list that they will go over containing the hot topics they 
need to discuss.  He spoke about the beginnings of a process for the formed based code 
that hopefully will bring them to a consensus of what is appropriate in the City.  He 
stated the process will bring about changes to the comprehensive plan.  He said many of 
these are placeholders for the moment because they need to have numbers in the comp 
plan and they have to define maximum density, units per acre, intensity, square footage, 
floor area ratio and to settle on the baseline for now.  Mr. Briggs provided the list of the 
comprehensive plan issues that needed decisions made on.  These are listed as part of 
the power point presentation and are included in these minutes.  The issues that staff 
and Canin believed were the main issues included:  to maintain the CBD FAR per 
transmittal (200% not counting parking garages – same as 1991 plan), agree to limit 
(100% residential) use of commercial/office properties, height map flexibility, and to 
agree to a mixed use zoning alternative.  Mr. Briggs stated they can also discuss any 
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other items the Commission has that are not listed above.  Each Commissioner provided 
their perspective and what they wanted to see regarding the issues needing a decision.   
 
Edward Erfurt, Canin Associates Senior Planner, elaborated on issues being discussed.  
He stated this comp plan needs to be pushed through and then make additional changes 
with the next amendments.  Mayor Strong spoke about wanting to enhance what the City 
already has but is not interested in transforming its character.  Mr. Erfurt addressed the 
need to preserve the current character of the City.  There was discussion as to the 
importance of certain businesses in the City and their appropriate location. 
 
Commissioner Eckbert spoke about being in favor of height and FAR flexibility in 
exchange for setback and green space allowances.  Mayor Strong spoke about their 
need to provide the DCA with numbers.  Upon discussion, Mr. Briggs spoke about what 
he believed was a consensus to allow an additional story for now until the formed based 
code, case-by-case basis, architecture, open space, etc. but adding more of an incentive 
with the floor area ratio.  
 
Commissioner Metcalf addressed the need to add flexibility now in the plan.  Mayor 
Strong commented he had no objection to providing liberalization in stories, FAR or 
anything else, but he did not want it to be perceived as an entitlement.  Commissioner 
Eckbert provided FAR numbers he believed would work but not precluded in the Central 
Business District (CBD).  Mr. Briggs stated they are going to define locations and can 
limit locations due to compatibility with adjacency and character.   
 
Planning Director Briggs addressed receiving direction on mixed use numbers and what 
kind of flexibility they will have on mixed use city wide.  Mayor Strong commented that 
he did not like the term mixed use because they are talking about more intensive use 
and whether it is mixed or not is irrelevant to him.  Mr. Briggs explained that zoning 
parameters do not necessarily have to be mixed but it is extra intensity zoning but they 
will figure out the proper name. 
  
Mr. Briggs explained about the first floor as offices or commercial and the upper floors as 
residential condominiums which would diversify our tax base as both residential and 
business.  Mayor Strong, Commissioner Bridges and Commissioner Metcalf felt that it 
was important to have this on the first floor.  Mayor Strong felt that the corridor should be 
commercial.  He stated that residential could not be on a corridor that is an office and/or 
retail zoning on the ground floor with the exception of a limited percentage.  Mr. Briggs 
addressed the need to be an exemption process with the frontage to be defined (25%).   
 
Mr. Briggs spoke about maintaining the CBD FAR per transmittal (200% not counting 
parking garages) which was the standard in the 1991 comprehensive plan.  He 
explained this is an issue because P&Z asked to count the parking garages but staff and 
Canin’s recommendation was to keep it as is.  He defined the CBD area and explained 
the CBD zoning and future land use areas.  He reiterated that this has been the standard 
since 1991 and will continue to allow people to follow this style of development but 
cannot happen if the Commission changes it to what the P&Z is requesting.  Mr. Briggs 
responded to questions asked by the Commission.  Mayor Strong commented that you 
cannot build on any site 200% FAR and provide adequate parking and he would be 
reluctant to accommodate a lower parking standard in downtown Winter Park.  Mr. 
Briggs said they were not addressing parking standards in the comprehensive plan and 
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will be discussed another day.  There was further discussion on the 200% FAR and 
parking.   
 
Mr. Briggs asked the Commission if they had anything further to add to the 
comprehensive plan or to discuss on this matter.  Commissioner Metcalf commented 
they need to discuss the institutional, non-profit entities and in particular Rollins since 
they have purchased Panera Bread and the surrounding land.  He wanted to discuss an 
application that limits the non-profits from sprawling.  Mr. Briggs commented it appears 
that the Commissions interest is similar to what they did with Winter Park Hospital; they 
want their uses restricted to an approved Master Plan which is a reasonable alternative.   
Further comments were made by other Commissioners regarding possible provisions 
and policies.  Commissioner Eckbert suggested a phrase that states they will consider 
being accommodating of their growth as long as it is revenue neutral to the City.                
 
City Attorney Cheek gave a disclaimer that his firm represents Rollins College.  He 
commented that tax exemption is statutory and this has a different level of rules.  He 
explained this would typically be dealt with through land use and they can restrict what 
can be done with the property.  Attorney Cheek answered questions.   
 
Commissioner Diebel asked about the super majority within the comp plan.  Mr. Briggs 
explained that historically the super majority has been required with four votes from the 
City Commission anytime there is a request to change the zoning or the comprehensive 
plan and it is denied by P&Z.  She addressed being concerned with the section 
addressing the character and viability and inserting a super majority extraordinary vote.  
Mr. Briggs explained this language will be deleted per the Commission’s direction. 
 
Mayor Strong commented if the Planning and Zoning Commission has a unanimous 
feeling about an issue, the Commission should take serious note of that especially since 
the P&Z board has three architects.  Commissioner Eckbert agreed with Mayor Strong 
but stated they have overall responsibility for the City and P&Z’s responsibility is focused 
on what their charge is.  He stated he would not like to see the super majorities 
considered in the comprehensive plan because it is the Commission’s responsibility and 
they are accountable.   
 
Commissioner Bridges was not in agreement and pointed out that the P&Z is a 
Commission and its work is specifically defined in our Land Development Code.  She 
explained that their function and purpose is to evaluate the comprehensive plan annually 
and look at development as it relates to the comprehensive plan.  She believed they 
should be extremely respectful of all of our boards but especially with the P&Z because 
their responsibilities are clearly outlined and they are the experts in the issues that face 
the Commission continuously.  She thought the super majority was appropriate.  
 
Commissioner Metcalf spoke about his preference of addressing work force housing 
rather than affordable housing.  He explained that he would like to see the working 
middle class such as nurses, police and firefighters living in complexes that would 
benefit a number of neighborhoods.  He stated they need to subsidize a program that 
provides workforce housing for people that we need and want to encourage living in 
Winter Park.  Commissioner Metcalf suggested including this in the comprehensive plan 
where it describes what they are trying to accomplish and focus on workforce housing 
instead.  Commissioner Eckbert stated it should say workforce/affordable and allocate it 






































